Abstract-Drive systems are usually modeled using a mathematical characterization of their physical phenomena. However, the difficulty in establishing a relevant model representation, in particular for electro-hydraulic systems, makes important the search for other modeling mechanisms that allow the combination of previously compiled system's knowledge with acquired experimental information. This paper, divided into two parts, describes the potential and possible drawbacks of integrating fuzzy learning mechanisms into a drive system that includes an electro-hydraulic actuator. First, experimental verification of actuator's fuzzy modeling is presented in Part I of the paper, where the variable selection problem and the performance of the learning algorithm are discussed. In Part II, extensive experimental results employing the extracted fuzzy model and associated learning algorithm are presented. The feasibility and effectiveness of integrating fuzzy learning mechanisms into the actuator's control is also discussed.
how the rules are modified, and thus how control or prediction of system performance is improved.
When developing a model, the first step is always choosing the most representative set of variables to characterize the system's behavior. This choice can be based on the knowledge and interpretation of the phenomena present in the system or based on some existent heuristic knowledge about it. In fuzzy modeling [6] - [8] , apart from the choice of variables, it is also necessary to obtain the fuzzy model structure that establishes what rules and how many rules must be taken into consideration. In principle, this structure can also embody the heuristic knowledge about the system from an expert. The heuristic knowledge can be used to do a first completing of the rule-base. On other side, it can be used to complete those rules that could no be extracted from the learning algorithm. However, heuristic information obtained from an expert can be partially wrong or incomplete, making imperfect the fuzzy model obtained. To attenuate and correct this problem, learning mechanisms based on fuzzy logic [9] - [12] must be able to acquire the model rules directly from the system's experimental data.
Part I of the paper studies the use of fuzzy logic for automatic modeling of an electro-hydraulic actuator. In Part II of the paper, we present the application of the results obtained in Part I in the design of a learning position control for these drive. Extensive tests show the control feasibility and effectiveness in generalizing the acquired knowledge in new trajectories for the actuator, learning new rules for updating its fuzzy model, and to compensating for the changes in actuator dynamics caused by parameters variation and environmental perturbation on it.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mathematical characterization of the electro-hydraulic system. In Section III, the fuzzy modeling algorithm is presented. Section IV describes the acquisition of the actuator's fuzzy model using the algorithm of Section III. At last, Section V discusses the results obtained and presents some conclusions.
II. MATHEMATICAL CHARACTERIZATION
For an initial characterization of the actuator, one begins looking for some indication of the most relevant variables in its functioning. According to this, we establish in this section a simplified mathematical characterization of the electro-hydraulic actuator, establishing the mathematical model of its main elements using the electric circuit theory and the physics of hydraulic circuits. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the subsystems and components that compose the actuator. The hydraulic subsystem consists of a hydraulic pump, a transmission line and a cylinder. The pump is driven by an electric Permanent-Magnet synchronous motor driven by an electronic converter, composed by a three-phase inverter with power transistors and current limitation. A proportional-integral (PI) regulator is incorporated in a closed-loop control of the motor speed. The electro-hydraulic drive has a second closed-loop shown in Fig. 3 with a proportional regulator (P) to control the piston position. A sensor set allows the acquisition of the following signals: piston position , piston speed , pressure difference in the actuator measured by two pressure sensors named and , and the motor speed . In Fig. 2 , we show the laboratory prototype indicating its main elements. 
A. Mathematical Models

1) Permanent-Magnet Synchronous Electric Motor:
The electrical equations of the electric motor in the rotor reference are as follows [1] :
where and frame stator voltages; and frame stator currents; and axes self-inductances; stator and rotor resistance; magnetic flux associated with the permanent magnets; rotor angular speed. The relationship between the frame currents and voltages with the actual three-phase quantities is defined by the following change of coordinates: (3) and (4) which constitute the Park coordinates.
The electromagnetic torque is given by (5) and makes the link between the electrical variables and the mechanical load coupled to the motor. The equations for the motor dynamics giving angular acceleration and speed of the motor shaft are expressed by
where is the total inertia value of the motor plus the hydraulic pump and is the load torque from the hydraulic system. 2) Hydraulic Subsystem: The theoretical flow rate delivered by the pump to the hydraulic circuit is a function of its angular speed (8) and the leakage flow is proportional to the pressure difference across the pump as (9) where is the pump leakage coefficient. A variation of a certain volume of fluid under pressure is proportional to the pressure difference at the volume, and proportional to the total volume of the fluid. The volume change is then given by (10) where is the Bulk modulus of the fluid. The compressibility flow is expressed by
The flow rate absorbed by the piston will correspond to change in piston volume, being expressed by (12) where is the piston area, is the displacement of the piston, and is the velocity of the piston.
The flow rate delivered to the piston is, according to the mass conservation principle, equal to the total of flow rate delivered by the pump, less pump leakage and the compressibility flow (13) Substituting (9), (11) , and (12) in (13), we obtain (14) Mechanical equations of the hydraulic system are (15) (16) where is the piston mass, is the piston friction coefficient, is a load (external force), and term represents the force due to pressure.
The hydraulic power delivered to the actuator, , is equal to the mechanical power developed by the electric motor, . As flow delivered by the pump depends on pump's speed , the load torque imposed by the hydraulic system becomes a function of the motor speed and of the pressure difference at the piston (17)
If we consider the hypothesis of a perfect current regulation provided by the electronic converter, currents and of the electric motor can be considered not very relevant to the description of actuator's behavior. If the load coupled with the piston has a small value, pressure difference signal can be considered of no significance.
We consider the hydraulic fluid as being incompressible. This hypothesis is valid since the total volume of fluid used in our prototype is small, the operating pressure values are not high, and the hydraulic circuit is made of short transmission lines. As the flow delivered by the pump is a function of the pump speed (function unknown at this stage), and considering that the relation between pump flow and the piston speed is also unknown, the electro-hydraulic system (shown in Fig. 1 ) can be represented, in a simplified way, by a functional relation given by
The piston position is then considered a function of three variables: reference position , the pump speed , and the piston speed . Relation (18), although simple, it will facilitate the analysis of the main properties presented by the fuzzy modeling algorithm when used in a real system.
III. FUZZY MODELING ALGORITHM
The algorithm chosen for our study was the simplified fuzzy algorithm introduced by Wang in [9] . It presents three characteristics that make it a good choice in view of our objectives: simplicity, simple one-pass to extract the rules, and flexibility with fast computational time to operate in the electro-hydraulic control system. Next, we describe the main steps of the algorithm and a simple example illustrates the learning process.
Step 1) Establish the variables that better characterize the system. The input variables and the output one will compose, respectively, the condition and the conclusion rule parts.
Step 2) Using symmetric triangular fuzzy sets uniformly distributed, specify the limits of each universe of discourse and the number of fuzzy sets associated with the input-output variables. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the input space stays covered by a rule set, and the training data distributed by the domain is used follow to extract the rules conclusion, as exemplified in Fig. 3 (b) and (c).
Step 3) From the training set, take the th numerical data pair
Step 4) For each input value, , and corresponding output one, , calculate their respective membership grades in the attributed fuzzy sets. Hence, it is constructed for each variable a row vector denoted by for the inputs and for the output, with a number of elements equal to the fuzzy sets attributed in step 2.
Step 5) In this step, choose for each variable their highest membership degree from the grades in the respective vectors, and . The selected grades are and . Now, a rule from the training pair is obtained. The fuzzy sets attributed for the condition and conclusion parts of this rule are, respectively, the sets and in which the inputs and the output had maximal membership.
Step 6) A truth degree is assigned to the anterior extracted rule as indicated in (20). The degree is defined as the product of the highest membership degrees of each vector calculated in step 5
(20)
Step 7) As there are usually many data pairs spanned by the domain, there will be into the same rule region different values for the conclusion part [see For each data pair into a rule region , its truth degree is compared with the anterior one to choose the final rule conclusion value , as shown in (21) at the bottom of the page.
Step 8) When two rules have the same fuzzy sets in IF part but a different fuzzy set in THEN part, the rules are called to be in conflict. To resolve this problem into the conflict group, it is accepted only that rule with highest truth degree. At last, if it is not the end of the training data set, the algorithm goes again to step 3 to pick up the next data pair. We introduce follow an example describing how the learning algorithm operates. We consider for this example a simple case of a system with two input variables and one output variable . Seven fuzzy sets were associated with variable , five fuzzy sets to , and five fuzzy sets to . Suppose a first data pair collected from the system, which is indicated in Fig. 4 . For each input value, compute its membership degree in each fuzzy set associated to the variable, and do the same for the output variable in its fuzzy sets . This procedure results in the following three vectors:
Next, choose in each vector of (22) the fuzzy set with the maximum membership degree, resulting in (23) From this procedure, the first rule is extracted, being is is is (
A truth degree is attributed to this rule, which is computed by multiplying the membership degrees. That is
The rule conclusion in (24) is given by the fuzzy set . However, for computational purposes, the fuzzy set is substituted by the numerical output value of the data pair. Therefore, the rule stays is is is (
Suppose now a second data pair , indicated in Fig. 4 too. If we calculate their vectors and respective maximum membership degrees, the new data pair has the same fuzzy sets as the rule (24) extracted from the first data pair. Although producing the same rule, the new data pair has another numerical output value that composes the rule conclusion as before, giving is is is (
The truth degree associated with this rule is (28) The second data pair gives another conclusion value to the same rule. Therefore, it has to be decided which value, or , is attributed to the rule conclusion based on each truth degree. As the second truth degree is higher than the anterior one, the value is substituted by the numerical value . To another data pair classified into the same rule, the anterior logic is performed again.
IV. ACTUATOR'S FUZZY MODELING
A. Training Data Acquisition
The proportional controller used to control piston position helps the training data cover a representative part of the typical functioning domain of the electro-hydraulic actuator. To obtain a training set covering the largest possible region of the system's functioning domain, we performed an experiment using as input a sinusoidal position set point signal with different combinations of amplitude and frequency values, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . We have chosen four amplitude values situated between the piston limits: 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 m. Similarly, a set of six frequency values was chosen: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 Hz. The values have been chosen in the interval of the system's frequency response where no significant amplitude attenuation existed. For frequency values higher than 1.0 Hz, the electro-hy-draulic system stays in a limited region of the operating domain, since it is essentially a low-pass filter and it does not follow the high-frequency reference signals.
Other tests could have been used to fill more the domain since the system is isolated and we have total control of it. However, in practice, the system is usually in a certain production line and cannot be disconnected to acquire more data. Generally, we have only access to a limited number of experimental data and thus we decided to limit the size of our training data.
Equation (18) indicates that the training data has to contain the signals , and , which characterize the actuator model. However, to better visualizing the potential of the fuzzy algorithm in modeling the actuator, the pump speed signal will be removed from (18). This model simplification can only be attained if we consider that the pump flow and its speed have a linear relation as (29) where is the pump displacement. According to the mass conservation principle and neglecting any pump leakage and fluid compressibility, the flow rate delivered by the pump must be equal to the flow rate absorbed by the actuator and equal to . Hence, the piston speed will be proportional to the pump speed, defined by (30) This equation shows that the pump speed becomes related with the piston speed by only a constant value, which indicates that can be disregarded from the actuator's relation , resulting in a simplified relation to the actuator given by (31)
The fuzzy modeling process is described next considering this simplified relation.
B. Generalization
The training data consisting of , and signals, named set A, is shown in Fig. 5(b) . In Fig. 6 , we show the domain of the simplified relation (31) filled with the input signals and . Using the learning algorithm and the data in Fig. 5(b) , the actuator's fuzzy model representing the simplified relation is obtained as shown in the diagram of Fig. 7(a) . The quality of the model is assessed as in Fig. 7(b) by considering the error signal All error signals will be plotted in square errors relative to the maximum value of piston's displacement. The extracted rules of the fuzzy model will be represented in a simplified way. Fig. 8(a) shows how rules cover the domain and Fig. 8(b) shows the simplified representation that will be used. The number of fuzzy sets associated with each variable was determined by trial-and-error, minimizing the quadratic error value of the extracted model. Nine fuzzy sets were associated with , seven fuzzy sets with , and 13 fuzzy sets with output variable . Fig. 9(b) shows the domain covered by the rules extracted for the fuzzy model. Each region is filled with a gray color level that is related with the magnitude of respective rule conclusion value. Fig. 9(a) shows the set of 13 gray levels used to discriminate the piston displacement from 0 m to its maximal value 0.2 m.
There are domain regions not filled with data. In this case, the conclusion of the rules covering these regions is set to zero value, considering the worst alternative, being represented in Fig. 9(b) by white color rectangles.
With the same number of fuzzy sets associated with each variable, we verify next the generalization ability of the fuzzy model. A limited training set was built, named set B, which was located in a restricted region of the functioning domain as shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b) . This training set contained examples corresponding to piston position values less than 0.1 m. To verify the generalization ability of the fuzzy model, a test set with data not restricted was used [ Fig. 11 ].
Using the learning algorithm with the limited training set, and verifying the extracted model in the test set, the results obtained shown in Fig. 12 reveal a local generalization ability instead of a global one. For regions where the piston position is less than 0.1 m, the model exhibits in Fig. 12(b) low error values since these regions were filled with examples. Above 0.1 m, we can verify in Fig. 12(a) that the model extrapolates as far as the rules located in this transition region allow. Remember that each rule covers a region established by its respective fuzzy sets, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) , which limits its covering area and so limits the area where the inference process gives valid values.
Since there were no collected examples for zones far from the transition region around 0.1 m, the learning algorithm could not extract any valid rule. In this situation, as shown in Fig. 12(a) , the fuzzy model presented as its prediction the last position value inferred.
C. Learning Performance: Rules Without an Extracted Valid Conclusion
In the previous tests, we verified that the training set A (Fig. 6) showed a sparse filling of the system's domain. This caused the appearance of rules for which it was not possible to extract any valid conclusion since they were localized in regions without examples. Another important point in the fuzzy modeling process is the number of fuzzy sets associated with a variable. Partitioning of the domain in rules resulted from combining all fuzzy sets of each variable. This process, however, is limited by the number of acquired examples and by the quality of their distribution through the domain [3] . Using a small number of fuzzy sets eliminates empty regions. However, the rules become more general and important regions are lost in the characterization of the functional relation, decreasing the model performance.
In contrast, increasing the number of fuzzy sets causes one set of rules to appear in regions where no examples were collected Fig. 5(b) is now used, also being the test set. By trial-and-error, the fuzzy sets number was initially set to nine fuzzy sets to , seven fuzzy sets to , and 13 fuzzy sets to .
We verify first the quality of the extracted rules in reproducing the training examples. The learning algorithm is applied to the training set with the previously established fuzzy model. Fig. 13(a) shows the piston position and the model signal , being their error plotted in Fig. 13(b) . The domain established by variables and is shown in Fig. 14(a) , being filled with the examples obtained from the electro-hydraulic actuator. Note that there are more examples in the inner zone of the domain, while they are sparser in the borders. This distribution increases the possibility of appearing null rules in the model and rules with conclusion computed from only a small number of examples.
To make the training set A shown in Fig. 14(a) sparser and cause the appearing of large gaps in the domain, we built a data set C with fewer examples shown in Fig. 14(b) . It contains only 10% of the examples, however, they continue to cover the same domain area. Doing this, we intend to compare the two situations where the experimental data covers similar areas but contains a different number of examples.
Since both sets cover similar areas, their domains are covered by the same rules of the fuzzy model as illustrated in Fig. 14(c) . Although the number of rules is equal, completely covering all data, the quality of the extracted rules, in the sense that their conclusions are the correct, will depend on the number of examples used to compute each conclusion.
The learning algorithm is applied to the reduced training set C in Fig. 14(b) . In Fig. 14(c) , we show the extracted rules. They cover all data, avoiding null rules inside the model. However, as there were no collected examples situated in the domain borders, the learning algorithm could not infer any rule conclusion from these regions. These null rules are represented in Fig. 14(c) by white squares covering borders. Fig. 15 shows the performance achieved by the extracted fuzzy model. If we compare this with the results (in Fig. 15 ) using the complete training set and giving a quadratic error of , the obtained value of represents increase of about 16%. Error oscillations in Fig. 15(b) shows that the fuzzy model has presented large errors when inference occurs near the limit regions of the reference signal. This happened because in those domain regions there were few collected examples, and thus, besides low quality of the rules extracted in these regions, the inference mechanism also has used a small number of valid rules to compute the piston position.
Increasing the number of fuzzy sets associated with each variable usually leads to a better prediction by the fuzzy model. Since the rules pass to cover smaller domain regions, the rules will allow a more detailed characterization of the system. However, increasing the number of fuzzy sets can cause rules without examples to infer a valid conclusion value. Fig. 15. (a) Piston position (y) and estimated position (y ) using the reduced data set and a fuzzy partition of (9, 7, 13) and (b) error evolution. The fuzzy model containing null rules makes the inference mechanism to calculate values with large deviations from the correct ones. To illustrate this problem in fuzzy modeling of the electro-hydraulic system, we have increased the number of fuzzy sets of the antecedent variables and to 13. The reduced training set shown in Fig. 14(b) was also used to augment the number of gaps appearing in the domain. Fig. 16(a) shows the extracted rules and their distribution by the domain. This can be separated into three regions. An inner region where the rules are all completed, an external region with all rules having a null conclusion, and a boundary region that includes complete and some null rules. With this distribution, we tested the fuzzy model in the reproduction of the training set, leading to the results in Fig. 17 . The measured piston position and the value inferred from the fuzzy model are shown in Fig. 17(a) for a quadratic error of . The error signal in Fig. 17(b) shows that large errors have occurred in some operating regions. its limits. In these conditions, the system functioned in the borders of the operating domain (see this in Fig. 6 ). Either the inference mechanism have used the rules located in the boundaries of the rule-base, or the inference mechanism had completely failed, since it was activated in the empty regions of the rule-base where the rules have null conclusion values.
To better analyze the large errors, the time interval indicated in Fig. 17 and corresponding to the respective operating regions is expanded. The interval is shown in Fig. 18 with the indication of two critical situations. The first one occurred when the inference mechanism used only null rules, resulting in the largest errors greater than 40% [see Fig. 18(b) ]. The second critical situation occurred when the reference signal got values near piston limits. In this case, the inference process used a small number of rules, and the inferred position began to diverge from the measured values. The inference, for instance, using just one rule, makes the fuzzy model output constant, as we can observe in the results of Fig. 18(a) .
Results showed that high learning performances could be reached on one domain region but very poor performances on other ones. The collected data must then cover the best possible way to avoid gaps in the rule-base. This feature still reveals the need of a real-time acquisition of data to continue updating the system's information, and filling the empty domain regions. One possible solution to complete the null rules is the application of some interpolation mechanism in the rule-base. The next section presents the results when an interpolation algorithm was applied to complete the actuator's fuzzy model.
D. Learning Performance: Completing the Null Rules
One simple solution to complete the null rules is the application of some interpolation mechanism in the rule-base. The interpolation mechanism used was initially developed in [3] . It replaces the null values by the conclusion inferred from the rules initially extracted and located around the gaps. After complete the null rule, the inference process is repeated to infer the conclusion value.
To exemplify the interpolation mechanism, we consider the simple fuzzy model represented in Fig. 19 . The model is characterized by two antecedent variables and that are divided by the four membership functions and , respectively. We assume in the example that six rules were obtained after applying the learning algorithm to the training set. These rules are denoted in the Fig. 19 by and , with the white square regions representing the null rules as before.
Suppose that during a certain inference step, the fuzzy sets marked with a circle in the figure were activated. From the four activated rules, only those with already extracted conclusions , and are valid for the inference process. The rule with conclusion has a null value since it could not be extracted from the training data. Necessarily, the inferred model response will become incorrect because the inference used only three valid rules instead of the four ones.
To estimate a valid value for the rule conclusion , the interpolation algorithm uses the value inferred from the three valid conclusions , and . Therefore, after replacing the null value with the inferred one , the inference process is repeated again, but now using the previous extracted three rules plus the rule which conclusion was estimated.
We repeat in Fig. 20 (a) the rules extracted from the reduced training set and using 13 fuzzy sets in each variable. Hence, we can easily compare the model before and after applying the interpolation mechanism. Fig. 20(b) shows the rules completed by the interpolation process, which are marked with gross squares. The performance of the completed fuzzy model is shown in Fig. 21 . Comparing with the results in Fig. 18 , the interpolation process removed the large errors in some operating regions. However, some errors remained high despite the interpolation. These errors correspond to the regions in the domain with little and very sparse examples. Hence, as a small quantity of examples was employed to compute the conclusions of the rules extracted from these regions, the interpolation results, based on these rules, remain far from the correct values and maintain a large error signal. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It was objective of this paper to examine the use of fuzzy logic in modeling of an experimental system made by an electro-hydraulic actuator. In spite of the good performance achieved with the actuator's fuzzy model, this showed a local generalization instead of a global one. As the fuzzy sets were established a priori in a symmetric and uniform way, their domain partition has defined a rule set with a much too fixed structure, not taking in consideration how the training data is distributed. This aspect emphasized the need of training data to cover an area of actuator's functioning domain as broad as possible. Hence, the problem of rules with conclusions that could not be extracted disappears.
If there is some linguistic information about the system's operation, and that can be easily "translated" to IF-THEN rules using the set of variables previously selected, this information can help to complete the rules with an initial conclusion value, attenuating the problem of the null rules in the model. One complementary solution still consists in using an interpolation mechanism with the objective of estimating an adequate value to complete the rules. In this way, we have applied a simple interpolation algorithm that used the rule conclusions near the null rule to infer a conclusion value near to the correct one. However, independently of the chosen interpolation mechanism, this will be always dependent of the quantity of training data situated around the domain regions that have not been filled with data. This will happen because the interpolation mechanism uses the rule conclusions around empty areas to estimate a conclusion value. If these adjacent regions present a reduced number of examples, the conclusions extracted will introduce a deficit in the interpolation process.
Fuzzy modeling showed its potential to represent the behavior of the electro-hydraulic system. Although our experimental tests have been performed in this particular drive system, there is no reason to not to apply fuzzy modeling methodologies to design "intelligent" drives, as shown in Part II of this paper.
